Abstract-This paper uses advanced encryption standard (AES) to implement encryption algorithm and FPGA devices to achieve hardware encryption. AES commonly used to provide several security services such as data confidentiality. However, it is a challenge to design efficient hardware architectures with small hardware resource usage. The system is implemented in hardware environment using Verilog HDL. The method has the advantage of full hardware circuitry and can update its own cryptographic algorithm module. Hardware encryption system is based on cryptographic devices and appropriate software program. FPGA can modify the hardware programming repeatedly. The logic circuit module of cryptographic algorithm has a high flexibility in design, because users can define a specific structure of the cipher algorithm module.
INTRODUCTION Now, whether national or personal, has a number of important confidential data and privacy. It requires reliable data transmission. Otherwise, these vast amounts of information once lost, will bring information infringement, information penetration, and even information crimes. Information encryption technology is the most basic core technology measure and theoretical basis to deal with this risk.
Encryption implemented method includes software encryption and hardware encryption. Software encryption methods fully meet the requirements for personal use. But if the case for the military, financial institutions, high security, large amount of data, shortcomings will be exposed as follows: software encryption will take up more PC resources , the program is easy to track, manage key is not easy, virus software especially backdoor Trojans pose a threat and so on. So now some dedicated encryption chips designed for security-sensitive environments. Hardware encryption has the following advantages: fast encryption speed, simple operation, good physical isolation, and can effectively prevent the reverse break. Most hardware encryption products in China are based ASIC.
In security applications, an encryption algorithm can't always guarantee safety. Encryption algorithm used in the application can constantly update, and ASIC does not meet this requirement, thereby greatly increasing its cost. Field Programmable Gate Array, FPGA, is very well suited for high speed cryptography as they can provide the required performance without the excessive cost and it is an integrated circuit that can be bought off the shelf and reconfigured by designers themselves. With each reconfiguration, which takes only a fraction of a second, an integrated circuit can perform a completely different function. Cryptographic algorithms chips of hardware encryption system commonly used anti-fuse FPGA or ASIC implementation, it is difficult to break or change [1] [2] [3] [4] .
II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND IMPLEMENTED

METHOD
The system is in the middle position between PC and USB storage media, and system accomplishes hardware encryption process as the data path. The main parts of the AES are hardware encryption and decryption module, CY7C68013 module and CH376 module, power supply circuit, downloads circuit and other circuits [5] [6] . Realization of hardware encryption mainly has the following two methods:
A. Implementation based on microprocessor or DSP
The way to realize based on Microprocessor or DSP is essentially a software implementation. Algorithm has a great flexibility in the design and it's very easy to update and modify. However, this method finishes cryptographic operation based on a microprocessor or DSP to perform cryptographic operation, the capability of microprocessor or DSP directly affects the password encryption card. Besides, cryptographic algorithm code will be saved in the program memory, once the encryption card is stolen or lost, unauthorized users can easily get the firmware algorithm code. Since the code has legibility, cryptographic algorithm has the risk of leak.
B. Implementation based on FPGA
Cryptographic algorithm module based on FPGA uses the way of hardware circuit only. The speed of cryptographic operations is not as fast as a dedicated chip cryptographic algorithm, but the requirements of the encryption algorithm can be achieved. And due to its programmability, it can update its own cryptographic algorithm module, so it's more convenient to evaluate new algorithms.
The system design is based on the FPGA design.
III. AES ALGORITHM PRINCIPLE AND IMPLEMENTATION
AES encryption algorithm as a new generation of data encryption standard brings strong security, high
International Conference on Education, Management, Computer and Society (EMCS 2016) performance, high efficiency, ease of use and flexible benefits together. AES is designed with three key lengths: 128, 192, 256 bits. On contrast, AES-128 is stronger than DES-56. AES encryption algorithm mainly includes three aspects: round transformation, turns and key expansion.
A. AES Algorithm Structure
AES is a grouping key, 128-bit data input, the key length is also128-bit. AES is an iterative type password: round depends on the key length. If the key length is AES algorithm inputs and outputs can be regarded as 0, 1 sequences, the key as Fig. 1 00  01  02  03  00  01  02  03  00  01  02  03   10  11  12  13  10  11  12  13  10  11  12  13   20  21  22  23  20  21  22  23  20  21  22  23   30  31  32  33  30  31  32  33  30  31  32 33 
In the decryption process, InvMixColumns multiplies each column with the polynomial:
and InvShiftRows shifts the last three rows in the opposite direction from ShiftRows.
As we know, the input and the output of Rijndael cipher algorithm are all 128-bit. So we use X to represent the input and Y to represent the output. The follow equation can express Rijndael cipher algorithm.
The input of T is:   00, 01, 02, 03, 10, 11, 12, 13, 20, 21, 22, 23, 30, 31, 32, 33 . X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X  (6) The output ofT is: 
The input of  is:   00, 01, 02, 03, 10, 11, 12, 13, 20, 21, 22, 23, 30, 31, 32, 33 . X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X  
Decryption process is the inverse of the encryption process.
B. Hardware Implementation of AES Encryption and
Decryption Module In this paper the design of AES encryption module is implemented in an FPGA. If implement various operation of AES algorithm in the logic circuit directly, will inevitably result in the large chip area and the waste of resources. The entire module structure of AES encryption and decryption is shown in Fig. 2 :
The entire module structure of AES encryption and decryption AES encryption and decryption module is mainly composed by grouping registers, round encryption and decryption operations unit, the plaintext cipher text buffer, state machine (control logic), the key registers, key expansion units, round key memory and other key unit.
Encryption system involves a large number of process data, so we use pipelining ways. Encryption system uses a state machine approach to achieve control modules, shown in Fig. 3 . We use five stages to achieve encryption: a) The start of encryption.
b) The XOR operation of the initial data and the initial key. c) SubBytes, ShiftRows, MixColumns , AddRoundKey and the iterative encryption of nine operators. d) The last encryption: SubBytes, ShiftRows and AddRoundKey. e) End.
IV. FUNCTIONAL SIMULATION
We give different input plaintexts and keys, observe the simulation results of encryption and decryption and get two functional simulation figures shown as follows.
The input of Fig. 4 is 0, the key is ffffffffffffffffffffffff1ffffff8, the encrypt data is 5a4d404d8917e353e92a21072e3b2305 and the decrypt data is 0. 5 is 8000000000000000000000000000, the key is 0, the encrypt data is 3ad78e726c1ec07bebfe92b23d9ec34 and the decrypt data is 8000000000000000000000000000. 
V. CONCLUSION
The demand for security device increases because of big data. Now hardware encryption card in the market is mainly based on the PCI (Peripheral Component Interconnect), system encrypts and decrypts data for USB in real time is relatively less. This paper discusses the direction, and has done some simulations. The experiment proved that the system is feasible.
The data encryption system has the characteristics of fast speed, simple operation, reliable, FPGA mode encryption flexibility further extend, and etc. But the system also needs to be improved and perfected, in order to achieve the purposes of complete application and commercial.
